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Background and Description: 

Many biochemical and pharmaceutical industries frequently use Ethyl Acetate(EtAC) and 

Ethanol(EtOH) as organic solvent and raw materials. EtAC/EtOH/water mixtures are generated in 

the process of n-Butanol synthesis. Ethyl acetate is a widely used solvent, especially for paints, 

varnishes, lacquers, cleaning mixtures, and perfumes. Ethanol acts as an astringent to help clean 

skin, as a preservative in lotions and it also helps in ensuring that lotion ingredients do not separate, 

and it helps hairspray adhere to hair. Ethanol is good in killing microorganisms like bacteria, fungi 

and viruses, it is a common ingredient in many hand sanitizers. 

Process: 

Here the feed containing EtAC/EtOH/Water mixture and small tracers of Acetaldehyde and 

Butanol enters DC-01 and gives the top product with 99% Ethyl Acetate and tracers of other 

compounds through stream S-02. The bottom product of DC-01 then enters DC-02 and gives the 

top product with 99% of Ethanol and small tracers of other compounds through stream S-04. The 

bottom product of DC-02 then enters to DC-03 and gives the top product with 99% water and 

small amount of tracers of other compounds through stream S-06. The bottom product of DC-03 

containing 99% of DMSO is then sent to splitter(SPLT-01) through stream S-07. The splitter then 

splits S-07 into S-08 and S-11.  The material stream S-08 and S-11 are then connected to cooler 

COOL-01 and COOL-02. The outlet of the coolers are then fed to recycle block which is then fed 

back to DC-01 and DC-02 through the material stream S-10 and S-13 containing DMSO. 



                                                                                 

Flowsheet: 

 

Results: 

 

Here we get almost 99% of Ethyl Acetate at stream(S-02), 99% of Ethanol at stream(S-04) and 

99% of Water at stream(S-06). And the obtained entrainer i.e., DMSO from DC-03 is recycled 

back to DC-01 and DC-02 using a stream splitter. 


